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1. Name

Piotr Marek

2. Diplomas and academic degrees - with the name, place and year of obtaining them and the title

of the doctoral dissertation

1l

2)

1)

PhD in technical sciences in the field of mechanics awarded by the resolutlon of the Council

of the Faculty of Power and Aeronautical Engineering of Warsaw University of Technology in

1995. Title ofthe doctoraldissertation: " Residual stresses in stotic ond quosi-stdtic problems

of eIasto-plastic contact"

Master's degree in engineering at the Faculty of Power and Aeronautical Engineering of

Warsaw University of Technology in 1985. Thesis title: ,,Multipurpose oircrdft with shortened

toke-off ond Ionding oddpted to operdtions from grdsslonds".

3. Information on previous employment in scientific units

1995 - until now, assistant professor !n the Department of Strength of Materials and

Structures of the Institute of Aeronautics and Applied Mechanics of the Faculty of Power and

Aeronautical Engineering, Warsaw University of Technology.

1989 - 1995, assistant in the Department of Strength of Materials and Structures of the

Institute of Aeronautics and Applied Mechanics of the Faculty of Power and Aeronautical

Engineering, Warsaw University of Technology.

4. Achievements resulting from Art, 16 section 2 of the Act of March 14th, 2003 on Academic

Degrees and Academic Title as well as Degrees and Title in the field of Art (Journal of Laws of 2017,

item 1789)

4.1, Title of the scientific achievement

My main scientific achievement, obtained after receiving the PhD in technical sciences, in accordance

with art. 16 sectlon 2 of the Act of 14 March 2003 on academic degrees and academic title and on

degrees and title in the field of art (Journal of Laws of 2016, item 882, as amended in the Officia.

Journal of 2016, item 1311) is a collection of seven thematically related publications and

participation in the works that contributed to the improvement of the experimental stellarator fusion

reactor (W7-X), and also made a significant contribution to the project work on tokamak

thermonuclear reactors (ITER and DEMO), which can be titled as: Modeling ol the issues of strcngth

of structurdl elements of Iusion rcdctors working under complex, extreme load conditions,
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4.2. A collection of related oublications

[A1] Krzesiriski G., Zagrajek T,, Marek P., Dobosz R., Czarkowski P., Kurzydlowski K.,2oo7, FEM

onolysis of coil support connections in the Wendelstein 7-X mdgnet system, Fusion Engineering

and Design 82, nr 5-L4, ss. I574-L578, DO l:10.1016/j.fusengd es.2007.05.013, ISSN: 0920-3796;

lFzoor=1.058, Pvrisw= 25 pt., list A.

My shdrc is 45%.

[A2] Ciupinski t., Krzesiiski G. , Kurzydlowski K., Marek P., Zagrajek T., Bykov V., Czarkowski P.,

Daenner W., Dudek A., Schauer F., 2009, Evoluotion of the mechonicol behovior of W7-x centrol

support connections by meons of semfoubmdted FE dndlysis, Fusion Engineering and Design,

ISSN: 0920-3796, 1F26"=1.122, Pvruisw= 25 pt., list A.

My share is 30%.

[A3] Krzesifski G., Marek P., zagraJek T., Borkowski P.,20t0, FE Modelling of Centrol Support

Elements in Wendelstoin 7-X Fusion Redctor, G6rnictwo odkrywkowe 3/2O1O, pp.21-24, ISSN

0043-2075, Pvnisw= 6 pt., list B.

My share is 45%.

[A4] Ciupi6ski t., Krzesiriski G., Marek P., Zagrajek T.,Fellinger J., Bykov V., Dudek A., Schauer F.,

Panin A., 2011, Limit dndlysis of W7-X criticdl mognet system components with considerdtion of

msteridl serrotion effect, Fusion Engineering and Design, Volume 86, Issues 6-8, october 2011,

Pages 1501-1505, ISSN: 0920-3796, lF2rrl=1A99, Prvnisw=32 pt., list A.

My share is 35%.

[A5] Bosch H.-S., Wolf R.C., Andreeva T. [i in.l, 2013, Technicol chollenges in the construction of the

steody-stdte stellordtor Wenclelstein /-X, w: Nuclear Fusion, vol. 53, ff 12, ss. l--l-7,

DOI:10.1088/0029 -55$/53/721126001, ISSN: 0029-5515, lFzog,=3.243, Prrarrsw= 40 pt., list A.

My share up to 5%.

[46] Wolf R.C., Ali A., Alonso A. li in.l, 20L7, Major results from the first plosmo cdmpoign of the

Wendelstein 7-X stelldrotor, w: Nuclear Fusion, vol. 57, n( 10, ss. 1--13, DOI:10.1088/174L'

4326/aa77Od,ISSN: 0029-5515, lF2sl.,=Q.957, Pvrisw=45 pt., list A.

My shore up to 5%.

[A7] Clupifski t., Marek P., Bachmann C.,2018, Preliminory design ond structurol onolyses of DEMO

bioshield roof, w: Fusion Engineerlng and Design, DOI:10.1016/j.fusengd es.2018.05.035;

ISSN: 0920-3796, lF2ss=1'437, Pvruisw = 30 pt., listA

My shdre is 50%.



Item Pu blication date share (%) lmpact factor MNiSW points

AL 2007 40 1.058 25

A2 2009 30 r.L22 25

A3 201.0 6

A4 2011 30 r.490 3Z

A5 2013 5 3.243 40

A6 2017 5 4.057 45

A7 2018 50 1.437 30

Total 12.407 203

Total including the share % 2.290 49.05

Tab. 1. A summary ofthe works that make up the monothematic publication cycle

WoS: Hirsch index 7, Number of citations: 20L (194 without self-citations)

Scopus: Hirsch index 8, Number of citations: 243 (235 without self-citations).

Google Scholar: Hirsch index 9, citations:350



4.3, Discussion of the scientific purpose of the above works and results achieved, together

with a discussion of their possible use

4,3.1, Scientific goal of research

ln my scientific and research work, conducted in the years 2004-2018, I dealt with modeling the

issues of strength of structural elements of fusion reactors working in complex, extreme loac

conditions. My research work mainly concerned two types of devices: stellarator type reactor - W7-X

(built in Greifswald, Germany) and tokamak type reactors: ITER and DEMO (developed in Cadarache,

France).

Two leading concepts for limiting the high-temperature plasma are tokamak and stellarator

Tokamaks are rotationally symmetric and use a large plasma current to achieve confinement,

whereas stellarators are non-axisymmetric and employ three-dimensionally shaped magnetic field

coils to twist the field and confine the plasma.

a) Work on a stellarator type reactor

Wendelstein 7-X reactor (W7-X) is an experimental stellarator type fusion reactor constructed in

Greifswald (Germany) by the Institute of Plasma Physics. Max Planck (lPP). ln a device of this type,

the plasma channel is shaped and limited by an electromagnetic field of very high intensity,

generated by superconducting coils of appropriately chosen geometry.

As part of the EURoAToM program, research and structural work was carried out in 2005-2012 in

cooperation with an international team of scientists and engineers from Germany, ltaly, Sweden, the

Netherlands and Russia, on how to solve the coll connections with the central support ring, which is

the supporting structure ofthe W7-X stellarator.

As part of my research and development work, I conducted computational work as the main

contractor within the team from the Warsaw University of Technology (WUT), related to the

development of numerical models of the reactor structure fastening elements and their optimization

as pa rt of su bsequent research projects [P1, P2, P31, among others as part of tasks:

- 2005-2006: Tosk P9: structurol mechonicol anolyses in support of Wendelstein 7-x

- 2007 -2008: Tosk P9: Numericol analysis ond evaludtion of the structural mechonical behaviour

of centrdl support connections under electromdgnetic forces for w7-x

- 2009-2010: TdskP9: Numericol anolysisond evoluotion olthe structural mechanicol behaviour

of Mdgnet System components of w7-x

Solved issues related to the design and numerical verification of connections working in the

conditions of mechanical, thermal and assembly interactions. Their main goal was to develop and

analyse numerlcal models describing the complex working conditions of reactor structure elements

under conditions of temperature field changes, bolt connection pretension, elastic-plastic contact on

contact surfaces, welds fastening wedges and loads resulting from electromagnetic interactions.

The W7-X magnetic system consists of 20 planar and 50 non-planar superconducting coils, toroidally

arranged in five identical modules, made of half-modules set with 2-fold rotational symmetry
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(Fig.1a). During operation at 4K (operating temperature), superconducting coils exert high forces and

moments against each other, and against the central supporting structure (CSS).

Each coil is located using two central support elements (CSE), which transfer the loads resulting from

the electromagnetic field and gravity to the central support ring (Figure 1b). ln one half-module 14

connections are present, each of different geometry and are Ioaded variously (Fig.2).

Fig. 1. The W7-X magnetic system.

Fig.2. Arrangement ofthe CSE elements in the semi-central ring module

The CSE design includes a number of bolts that are highly pretensioned. In this way shear forces and

torques are partially transferred by friction at the flange interface, and partially through wedges

/*:



inserted between the shoulders of css extensions and the coil

washers (Fig.3) are made of high strength inconel 718 while

sreet.

extensions. Bolts, sleeves, nuts and

the other components are made of

Fig. 3. A typical bolted connection between the coil and the central support ring:

(a)technical scheme, (b) 3D model

Due to the complex geometry, the complex load pattern, and the nonlinear interaction between the

components, the accurate analysis is only possible by numerical means.

To build the models, I used the ANSYS, com mercial finite element method program, supplementing it

with proprietary procedures supporting calculations {going beyond its basic scope).

Initlallv, the numerical work was aimed at developins an effective methodoloqv that would allow to

assess reliably the strength of the elements. Each connectlon consisted of two main parts one

welded to the central ring and one to the coil case. During assembly, the two pads are joinec

together by means of an initially pretensioned bolt connection including wedges and wedge welds

tA1l.

Fig. 4. FEM model of connection SA-08 (NPC1Z2)

Another goal of the work was to build parametric numerical models and to detefmine the

performance indicators of all 14 central support elements (CSE) and lateral support elements (LSE),

and then the selection of optimal operation parameters allowing for safe operation of the W7-X
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reactor [A2, 43]. This stage of research was forced by the fact that the assembling process of the

reactor went on, providing new problems and constantly enforcing many changes in the

configuration of assembled elements. Therefore, there was a need to assess the impact of changes in

the geometry of csE connections and the modification of wedge welding on the durability of

connections in the conditions of start-up and operation of the device. These analyses had to be

carried out quickly and reliably, and the results were to be standardlzed to allow a quick response to

the actions ofthe reactor assemblv team.

The last goal of numericalsimulations was to investigate and incorporate, in FE models of extension

elements (CSE) of the W7-X reactor, a difficult to model, unstable plastic flow process, considering

the phenomenon of discontinuous plasticity in very low temperatures (serration effect) [A41. The

phenomenon of instable plastic flow has been known for a long time and observed for many metalllc

materials tested at cryogenic temperatures. Three specific features accompany this effect in

austenitic stainless steel at 4K: audible acoustic emission, free-running plastic deformation, and

heating in the deformation zone. The temperature rise due to heat generated by plastic deformation

work could be significant in locally deformed regions, leading to drastic decrease of flow stress

(negative slope of flow stress against temperature). Thus, a localized portion of the specimen will

flow catastrophically under decreasing stress until the load is relaxed to a lower value, and then the

material is cooled down again. scattering of the stress-strain curve occurs only in displacement'

controlled tests in contrast to load controlled tests where the strength drop could result in direct

fa ilu re.

The main achievement of long-term cooperation with an international team of experts at the

Institute of Plasma Physics in Greifswald was the development of innovative parametric models of

csE connections between the coils and the central support ring, in which not only the dimensions

(parameters of bolts, wedges, washers, welds) were parametrised, but also coefficients of friction,

pretension forces and other quantities related to the work of the connection. In these works, I had a

large conceptual contribution, also as the implementer of large models and series of strongly non-

linear calculations (considering the history of loads, different working conditions - including

temperatures from 4K to 293K), suppofted by the participation in the publications indicated in

section 4.2. The following stages in the research were determined every six months because of direcl

meetings and discussions conducted with experts from IPP Greifswald.

The results ofthese works are described in more detail in sections 4.3.2 and 4-3.3.



bl Work on tokamak type reactors

ln 2007, I conducted thermal-structural numerical FE simulations of the first wall panel for the ITER

thermonuclear reactor - work done for IPP (Max Planck lnstitute for Plasma Physics, Garching,

Germany). Because ofthis work I spent a few days in the Cadarache Research Centre in France where

research is conducted on nuclear energy.

The result of this work was an invitation to participate in the research and development work on

creating the structure of the DEMo reactor u nder the EU Rofusion grant in 2014-2018 [P4].

DEMO (DEMonstration Power Station) reactor is an experimental nuclear reactor of the tokamak

type, being designed on the model of a smaller ITER reactor being constructed in Cadarache (France).

As part of the EURofusion grant, as the main contractor, I carried out calculation work aimed at

determining the concept of structure and suspension of the vacuum vessel (cryostat) of the reactor

and its biological shield (Fig.5). In the following years I was involved in the study work on topics:

- The FE model of the dome structure of the DEMO reactor cryostat lTosk: WPPM!-System Level

Anolysis, WBS 5.2: _Cryostot, Cryostot structurql ossessment - 2014).

- FEM model of the structure of the bottom part of the DEMO reactor (Tosk: PM|3.2-T005

cryostot pedestdl ring design dssessment - 2015).

- The FE model structure of the DEMo reactor cover (Tosk: PMI-6.5-T002 Design and onolysis of
bioshield roof - 2016) lA7l.

- FE conceptual models of the DEMO reactor cryostat vacuum vessel (Iosk; PMI^6.2-T00L Design

ond analysis of the bioshield roof and cryostdt - 2017).

- The final FE model of the DEMO reactor cryostat vacuum vessel (Tdsk: PMI-6.2-T004 Structurql

design ossessment of cryostot - 2018).

Reinforced

concrete

blocks

Reinforced

concreTe

bioshield

A truss

su pporting

the roof of

the bioshield

Steel

cryostat

Fig.5. DEMO reactor structure design
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4.3.2. Discussion of the results

a) Results for the Stellarator type reactor

The result of cooperation with the Max-Plank Institute for Plasma Physics (lPP) in Greifswald was the

implementation of numerical FE models and their comprehensive analysis for all 14 CSE connections

(standard models) [A1]. Some CSES which are located close to each other were analysed together as

groups to investigate their mutual interaction (double and triple connection shown in Figure 2).

Because of the study the critical components were identified, and some welds and extensions were

reinforced.

At this stage, original, complex parametric models were built to make the calculation process more

effective. These models enabled semi-automatic numerical analysis of connections and provided

results in predefined formats, enabling a quick comparison of results between the considered

alternative solutions

Three types of parametric FE models were developed by the WUT team, in which I was the main

contractor. namelv:

(1) standardized parametric model to enable analyses of different types of csEs;

(2) semi-parametric FE models of single CSEs with detailed model geometry;

(3) semi-parametric models of CSEgroups (to investigate mutual interactions).

Fig. 6. Standardized FEM model - presentation of some geometrical parameters.

Ad (1) standardized parametric model to enable analvses of different tvpes of CSES [A2]

A standardized parametric model has been developed to enable an automated analysis of a typical

connection with nine M30 bolts, and to generate results in a standardized form for easy comparison.

The innovative, original model was built wlth parametric description of the geometry (Fig. 6), mesh

density, contact interfaces behaviour, material properties, and loads that enabled calculations and

results presentation in the required form. The model used about 200 different parameters. This

standardized parametric model was tested by comparison with the previously analysed standard

models.

L0

some geometrica I pa rameters,
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Numerical tests have proved the effectiveness of the parametric approach to modeling CSE

connections, so it was decided to implement it in previous standard models with more realistic

geometry data.

Ad (2) Semi-parametric FE models of sinele CSEs with detailed model eeometrv [A2, 43]

The WUT team, in which I was the main contractor, prepared the semi-parametric FE models for all

CSE connections using the previously analysed standard connection models (basic models). In these

models the following items are parameterized:

. the length ofthe sleeves and the bolts, presence ofthe wedges.

. material properties as functions of temperature: elastic modulus, Poisson's ratio, coefficients of

thermal expansion and o-e curves,

. contact conditions at the interfaces: contact surface offsets, normal penalty stiffness factors,

contact friction coefficients (temperature dependent),

. external loads in form of initial pretension of the bolts and subsequently six components of

EM load solution options for each load sub-step: number of iterations, convergence values for

forces,

. The standard history of loads consisted of the following load steps:

- definltion of individual bolt preload forces (using prestress elements) to get the required

pretension at RT),

- definition of cool-down process from RTlo service temperature,

- appfication of 85%, 100% and 120% of the external loads.

The post-processor phase procedures built in the APDL {Ansys Parametric Design Language) enable

to present the FE results ofthe connections in the standardized form in a partly parametric way. The

postprocessing of the results is executed via macros, which allows to:

. calculate forces in the bolts and writes them in tabulated form as well as graphical to evaluate

bending stresses,

. calculate forces acting on the wedges, shown in Fig. 7 and to create graphics files presenting

von Mises stress within all wedges of the connection,

. create graphics files presenting displacements and stress components in whole model and single

components (Fig.8), their relative movement and plastic deformation,

. create graphs ofthe stress components within welds ofthe wedges and structural welds (Fig.9),

. create graphics files showing contact conditions between wedges and shoulders, including gap

and sliding.

Fig.8. Von Mises stress in the components of NPCl-21

connection under the operational load,

- fl!-
r :11::

!;;;:;;i
r 3?::;:?

r iilii!

Eiliiri

Fig. 7, Forces acting on a wedge
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Fig. 9. Six stress state components along a path of the presented wedge weld in the PA-22 connection

under the operational load (MPa),

Fig. 10. semi-parametric models for the double and triple connections

Ad (3) semi-parametrlc models of CSE eroups (to investiaate mutual interactions) [A2]

Finally, semi-parametric models have been built (parameterizing the quantities as in previous

models) for two groups of connections located close to each other. These were named "double" anc

"triple" connections as they contain two and three neighbouring connections, respectively (Fig.10). ln

each case the calculations may be performed for the whole model or for one of the constituent

connections independently.

Modelins of unstable plastic flow (serration effect) [A4]

At the last stage of research, the connections behaviour was tested in conditions of unstable plastic

flow of the material, considering the phenomenon of discontinuous plasticity at very low

temperatures (serrotion effect).lt was checked whether it can have significant influence on the loac

bearing capacity of the material, thus possibly jeopardizing the structura I stability of W7-X. The tea m,

in which lwas the main contractor, developed FE models that enabled limit load analyses taking into

account, in a conservative way, the material weakening due to tbe serration effect.

Parametric FE models of all CSE elements and lateral support elements (LSE) were built, considering

the weld geometry in detail. The density of the mesh in the welds has been determined in many tesl

calculations. Special attention was also focused on the quality of the mesh in the neighbourhood of

the welds. A relevant part of the coil case was included in the FE model to avoid effects of the

'1')
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boundarV conditions on the stress state near the weld between the blocks and the coil case. Fixed

boundary conditions were applied at the cut edges of the coil case.

The models have been prepared as parametric ones. The adjustable macros enabled modifications ol

the following parameters: the material propeftles, weld efficiency factors, loads, convergence

settings, load lncrement sizes, output data and output frequencies

Four material models were implemented. Two of them described the material properties at 4K anc

295 K respectively and two others the serration effect (Fig. 11b). As a conservative estimate of the

serration effect it was agreed that the material would respect the following behaviour: (1) up to 1%

of plastic strain the plastic hardening follows the yield curve as determined at 4K, (2) beyond L% of

strain, because of the serration effect, it drops down and follows the yield curve as determined at

295 K.

,/n

oo 6.0 12.0 I80 240 lo.o 36.0 420 48.0 54.0 0 1

St'rin [%] Plasticstr.in [e/ol

a) b)

Fig. 11. o-e characteristics: a) for stainless steel 1.3960 at 295 K, 77K and 4K in a tensile test

controlled by deformation (database of materials W7-X),

b) in the material models under consideration (plastic strain stress curves).

This material behaviour has been introduced into the ANSYSo database using two approaches: (1) a

standard multi-linear stress-strain elasto-plastic curve with kinematic hardening (KINH), {2) via a user

defined procedure for vield stress modification. For the latter the load was divided in multiple

substeps. In each substep the plastic strains were calculated and automatically applied in the next

substep as an artificial temperature field. The standard bi-linear kinematlc hardenlng (BKIN) ANSYS

material model was used to describe the material propertles at different temperatures.

Both approaches for serration modeling were tested and checked at first using a simple FE tension

test. The tests showed that both approaches of the serration modeling yield basically the same

results, but the model with modlfied yield stress was generally more stable during the nonlinear

calculations and less time consuming. This second method was used to analyse the coil connections.

The calculations have been made for all L4 extenslon types. One or two design load cases for nine

plasma states were selected from design ranges. Two weld efficiency factors were considered for

each load case: "l"" where weld material characteristics were applied with its nominal values and

"0.85" where they were scaled down by a factor of 0.85. Altogether, more than 160 model cases

were a nalysed.

The models were gradually loaded until failure with the static combination of forces and moments

obtained from the W7-X global models. The calculations were run up to loss of convergence and in

13

160

0
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most cases the design load was exceeded. The failure was assessed and the load bearing capacity of

the connection was estimated by monitoring agreed failure parameters.

bl Results of works on tokamak reactors

The cooperation with the Max-Plank-lnstitute for Plasmaphysik (lPP) in Garching resulted in the

implementation of the FE numerical models of the protective panel of the first wall of the ITER

reactor (Fig.12) and elements of the cryostat structure and the biological shield structure of the

DEMO toka mak (Fig.5).

As a result of these research works, the models of the structure of the reactor's bio-shield were

created (Fig. 13) and verified numerically [A7]. Based on numericalanalyses ofthe parametric models

built, a solution with one central clearance allowing servicing the internal structure of the reactor

was chosen (shown Fig. 13b).

Fig. 12. FE models ofthe protection panel ofthefirst wall ofthe ITER reactor

a) b)

Fig. 13. Parametric models of the supporting structure of the reactor bioshield:

a) preliminary model (1/16), b) the final model ofthe bioshield structure [A7]

At the same time, works were carried out on the structure of the vacuum vessel, which has to cover

the DEMO reactor [P4]. Analyses were carried out in accordance with the requirements of ASME Vlll

rules for conventional pressure vessels. Four load cases were investigated: external pressure,

cryostat cooling (200K) due to liquid helium penetration, internal overpressure of 1.5 bar and seismic

loads.

Various solutions were considered (Fig.14) to reduce the cryostat mass as much as possible, and the

adopted fixing concept was based on the suspension of the shell in the appropriate number of points

to the reinforced concrete structure of the external bioshield. In the final version of the vacuum

vessel, the cylindrical outer part of the cryostat (with a diameter of " 40m) was designed as

L4



consistlng of vertical concave cylindrical segments adapted to the required passages of the lower

ports. A radius of the neighbouring small cylindrical segment was selected to balance the

circumferential force at the connection with the large cylindrical segment and ensure that only radial

forces are transferred to the bioshield (Figure 14d).

b)

Fig. 14. Evolutlon ofthe parametric model 1/16 ofthe cryostat structure [x1]

Linear and nonlinear thermal-structural analyzes of the parametric models studied showed that the

cylindrical segments introduced in the outer zone of the cylindrical cryostat shell allow the use of a

relatively thin shell (10mm) while providing the required strength due to external pressure as well as

the required elasticity allowing thermal contraction. However, it was found that with the proposed

structure (Fig.15), the relatively thin cryostat shells are unable to withstand any significant internal

overpressure. This indicates the need to use an additional device that will release excess liquid

helium in the event of any significant leakage in its emergency condition.

a)

Fig. 15. Parametric model ofthe cryostat st ructure: a) view ofthe whole model, b) FE mesh

d)a)
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4.3.3. Discussion of the use of the results obtained

a) The use of results in the construction of a stellarator type reactor

Standard and semi-parametric CSE coil connection models have been successfully used to solve the

practical assembly problems of the W7-X stellarator built in Greifswald {Germany) by the Institute of

Plasma Physics. Max Planck (lPP).

The models were intensively used for detailed analyses of the influences of various types of

misalignment, friction factors, assembly deviations, and welding shrinkage on the flange opening and

weld integrity ofthe most critical csE connectlons [A2].

The Darametric models of individual connections have also been used for the assessment of bolt and

sleeve reductions in orderto avoid clashes with adjacent components, and ofchanges ofthe number

and lengths of wedges. The results confirmed that the proposed modifications did not change

notably the connection behaviour. The obtained results allowed to indicate those connections that

require additional sudace treatment.

The developed numerical models of connections were adapted in IPP Greifswald to cyclic analyses to

evaluate the progressive movements of relative componenls and the progressive plastic

deformation.

The triple model was used to analyse the real case when a wedge was missing in one of the CSE

connections.

Research work carried out by the Warsaw University of Technology team, in which I was the main

contractor, helped to effectively assemble the stellarator. These studies were part of a

comprehensive campaign to verify the design assumptions [A5] which led to the completion of the

W7-X reactor's basic construction in 2014. After completing of the Wendelstein 7-X main reactor

phase and successfully commissioning the device, first plasma operation took place at the end 2015

lA6l.

After granting permission to operate the device, the first plasma operation began in December 2015

and lasted until March 2016, with a totalof 10 weeks of plasma operation. While the magnetic field

coils and their support structure inside the cryostat were kept at cryogenic temperatures for the

entire duration of the campaign (q100 K, while with the magnetic field the operatlonal temperature

of the W7-X coils is -4 K), the magnetic field was ramped up and down on every day of plasma

operation [46].

b) The use of results in the work on tokamak reactors

The design and research work carried out in 2014-2018 on the structure of the DEMo reactor, in

which I participated as the main contractor, allowed to determine the most beneficial concept ofthe

top structure of the bioshield cover, which was formed in a way that enables access to the interior of

the reactor [A7].

The work continued in the subsequent years also allowed to obtain a light solution of the reactor's

vacuum vessel (cryostat). DEMO reactor, which in the assumption of internal structure was modelled

on the ITER reactor being built in cadarache (France), received a completely new concept of the

cryostat structure, suspended in many points to the external structure of the reinforced concrete

biological shield [*1].
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4.3.4. Summary of the contribution to the development of the discipline

The goal of research work carried out under the W7-X program has been achieved. My scientific and

research work related to the implementation of the W7-X program allowed for an in-depth study of

the nature of the behaviour of the CsE connections fixing the coils to the central support ring. The

analyses made it possible to identify the most critical connections and adopt the final construction

solutions.

Selected, the most interesting elements of the conducted analyses were published in the journal

Fusion Engineering and Design lA1, A2, A4l, as well as Nuclear Fusion [A5, 46]. They mainly

concerned the strength of the connections of the stellarator support structure and non-linear

behaviour of the structure under the influence of extreme operational loads, parametric FE models

created for designing new structural solutions, as well as estimation of elastic-plastic limit loads

considering insta ble plastic flow at very low tem peratures (serrdtion effect).

The conducted numerical tests have shown that the stress level in the key elements of the support

structure.ofthe coils is generally high, but it remains within an acceptable range.

Some structural joints have proven to be critical parts of joints and have been modified in some

combinations to increase the safety factor.

The analyses showed strong non-linear response to the sequence of introduced loads. This

nonlinearity has some important consequences, and one of them is the dependence of the state of

stress on the history of the load. Changes in the operation mode of the magnetic system of the W7-X

device cause redistribution of the stress state.

It was con{irmed that semi-automated FE parametric models of the critical connections are useful

and effective tools to study influences of tolerances, and to follow complex manufacture and

assembly processes subjected to non-conformities after some manual modifications. In spite of

higher efforts in FE modeling the clear advantage is a considerable reduction of time for decisions

about approval or rejection of deviations during assembly.

The use of parametric models has allowed to draw the following conclusions:

- some ofthe parameters have minor influence on the results and can vary in a wide range.

- Cooling of the machine from RT to ST has significant influence on the stresses because of different

thermal expansion coefficients of the structural components, and the dependence of yield stress on

temperatu re.

- The most stressed regions in csEs are the connections ofthe bolts with coil extensions.

A special conservative analysis procedure was developed and implemented, considering the material

weakening at 4K due to the serration effect, allowing estimation of local plasticity in the supporting

elements [A ]. The developed FE models made it possible to analyse limit loads for two different

weld efficiency factors and two different approaches to this problem.

The limit loads were estimated by predefined criteria including maximum plastic strain, the relative

stiffness/flexibility of the connection, and ihe amount of plastified weld material.

The behaviour of the material models turned out to be strongly non-linear. The response of the

analysed structures, including the serration effects is very complex, but the failure mechanism

proved to be understandable and predictable. Both approaches to modeling serration effed yielc
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very similar results, but the developed technique with artificial temperature fields gives better

convergence and may be recommended for such applications.

These findings confirm the effectiveness of the developed method for assessing the safety of

structural suppoding elements at cryogenic temperatures.

My most important achievement is:

. Developing the method of building original and effective, parametric, FE models of

supporting connection elements, fixing parts of the structure of thermonuclear reactors

operating at cryogenic temperatures,

. Development of proprietary algorithms for the FE commercial package extending its

capabilities (e.9. mocros deJining the history of loods ond techniques of solutions, serrotion

effect)

Development of effective numerical analysis algorithms for non-linear plastic problems

occurring in cryogenic tem peratu res,

The original contribution, verified in practice and confirmed by publications, in the design

and construction work leading to the launch of the Wendelstein 7X reactor, the largest

currently completed fusion reactor based on stellarator technology

List of research projects related to the subiect of the main academic achievement of the

postdoctoral researcher (items cited in the text of the summary of professional accomplishments)

[P1] Associative Contract N' FU06-CT-2004-00083- (signed as bilateral contracts between the

European Commission and the Polish representative - Institute of Plasma Physics and Laser

Microsynthesis) - 2004, main contractor.

Estimated share:25% in tosks corried out by the Wdrsow University ofTechnology.

[P2] Associative Contract N' FU06-CT-2006-00430 (signed as bilateral contracts between the

European Commission and the Polish representative - Institute of Plasma Physics and Laser

Microsynthesis) - 2005-2007, main contractor.

Estimated share: 30% in tosks carried out by the Worsow University of Technology.

[P3] Associative contract N" FU07-cT-2007-00061 (signed as bilateral contracts between the

European Commisslon and the Polish representative - Institute of Plasma Physics and Laser

Microsynthesis) - 2008-2013, main contractor.

Estimated share: 30% in tosks cdrried out by the Wdrsow University of Technology.

[P4l EURofusion grant: COFUND (European Joint Programme), Action acronym: EURofusion,

Action full title: "lmplementation of activities described in the Roadmap to Fusion during

Horizon 2020 through a Joint programme of the members of the EURofusion consortium",

Grant agreement no: 633053 - 2013-2020, main contractor

Estimated share: 30% in tdsks corried out by the Wdrsdw University olTechnology.

Articles submitted or awaiting publication

[*1] Ciupirirski t., Krzesiriski c., Marek P., ZagrajekT., Bachmann c.,2oI9i Design and verificotion ofo

non-self-supported cryostot for the DEMO tokomdk, submitted to the 14th International

Symposium on Fusion Nuclear Technology, My estimated share: 25%.
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5. Discussion of other scientific and research achievements

Before obtaining a PhD degree in technicalsciences and for several vears after

I dealt with issues of numerical determination of residual stress in the problems of elastic-plastic

contact. The results published in articles on this topic [81, 82, 83, 84] were obtained using

proprietary finite element programs, in which I used self-written Fortran procedures to solve two-

dimensional problems of contact with friction, plastlcity and cracking.

ln the years 1994-1996 | dealt with modeling of fracture problems as part of the work carried out for

the Air Force lnstitute of Technology in Warsaw [85].

After obtaininq a PhD desree

In my scientific and research work in the years 1996-2000, I performed many works and expertise for

the Swiss company Alusuisse-Lonzo Holding AG dealing with the production and processing of

aluminium. The work concerned FE modeling of non-stationary thermal-structural problems related

to technological processes of dies for extrusion of aluminium profiles, simulation of aluminium

injection processes and optimization of cooling processes of aluminium components in technological

processes. Among other things, I built simulatlon models of injection moulds for car body and

suspension elements for the Audi A8. These works, due to the confidentiality condition, were not

su bject to publication.

ln the years 1997 -2005 | was involved in the construction of electro-thermal FE models and in the

calculation of non-stationary electrolytic cells for aluminium production. I did this work forA/usulsse-

Lonzd Holding,4C (1996-1998), then for Algroup (1998-2000) and finally for the Canadian company

ALCAN (2OOO-2O05). The calculations were extremely innovative and served to optimize the

electrolytic processes of aluminium smelting in factories in Siberia, lceland and New Zealand. These

works, due to the confidentiality condition, were not subject to publication.

ln the years 2O04-2OI0, I dealt with my own stress and cracking problems as part of my own research

I86, B7l.

ln the years 20L3-70t4 | participated in research on human inner ear. I built a numerical FE model

with a simplified geometry that allowed for numerical examination of inner ear prostheses [B8, 89].

ln the years 2075-2018 | participated in the work under the grant IPPU where I was conducting

auxiliary calculations of the models of the method of direct stimulation of the structures of the inner

ear by bone conduction.

ln the years 201"4-20L5 | conducted research work within the framework of a turbine grant IPP2],

which resulted in the publication ofthe article [810].
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List of selected publications included in chapter 5

[81] Bijak-Zochowski M., Marek P., Tracz M., 1994, On methods of reduction ond elimindtion of

stress singuldrities in some elostic contdct problems, International Journal of Mechanical

sciences, Vol.36, No.4, pp.279-296, list A.. My estimdted shdre is 35%.

[82] Bijak-2ochowski M., Marek P., 1996, Development of pldstic zones and residudl stress in

eldsto-plostic contoct problems with stress singuldrities in elostic rdnge, International Journa

of Mechanical Science, Vol.38, No.2, pp.175-190, ISSN:0020-7403, lFrggz=0.509, Prv6isw=35

pt.,lisl A. My estimated share is 50%.

[83] Bijak- Zochowski M., Marek P.,7997, Residuol Stress in some Eldsto-pldstic Problems of

Rolling Contdct with Friction,Int. J. Mech. Sci. Vol 39, No L, pp. 1-5-32, lFrggr=O.509, Pvruisw=35

pt., list A. My estimoted shdre is 50%.

[84] Bijak- zochowski M., Marek P., Tracz M., 2QQ4, On Residuol Stresses Distribution Due to

Elosto-Pldstic Rolling Contoct, The Archive of Mechanical Engineering Vol. Ll,4/2004, pp. 5-

26.listB Mv estimated shdre is 50%.

lB5l Krzesiiski G., Marek P., Zagrajek T., 2005, Anoliza pekniQ| w zlo2onych problemach

technicznych z zdstosowoniem metody submodelingu, Przeglqd Mechaniczny Nr 3, pp.44-47

listB. My estimated shore is 60%.

[86] Czarnocki P., Krzesi6ski G., Marek P., za$a)ek T., 2008, Hypothetical Fracture at Fibber-

Matrix lnterface in Cu-SiC Composite Due to Thermal Stresses, The Archive of Mechanica

Engineering, Vol.LV pp.57-66, listB. My estimoted shore is 20%.

[87] Gfowacki D., Krzesifski G., Marek P., zagrajek T.,2010, Modelowanie metodq element6w

Skoriczonych metody penetratora do badaf naprq2ef wlasnych, G6rnictwo Odkrywkowe

3/20L0, pp.298-303, list B. My estimoted shdre is 10%.

[B8l Kwacz M., lvlarek P., Borkowski P., Mr6wka M,, 2013, A three-dimensiondl finite element

model of round window membrdne vibrotion before and ofter stopedotomy surgery,

Biomechanics and Modeling in Mechanobiology, Vol. 12, No 6, Pages 1243-1261, lSsN: 1617-

7959,lFzog=3.261, Prvrrursw=35 pt., list A. My estimated share is 70%.

[89] Kwacz M., Marek P., Borkowski P., Gambin w., 2oL4, Effect of different stopes prostheses on

the possive vibrdtion of the bosilor membrone, Hearing Research , vol. 31"0, pp. L3-26,

DOI:10.1016/j.heares.201"4.01.004, ISSN: 0378-5955 t lF2s1a=).J59, Pr,,rruisw=35 pt., list A.

My estimated share is 5%.

[810] Pawlicki Jakub, Marek Piotr, Zwolinski Janis'iaw,2016, Finite Element Modeling of material

fatigue and cracking problems for steam power system HP devices exposed to therma -
shocks, w: Archive of Mechanical Engineering, vol. LXlll (63), nr 3, pp. 4L3-434,

DOI:10.1515/mece ng-20L6-0024,list B, My estimoted shore is 33%.

List of research projects included in the chapter 5

[PP1] Development of an innovative method of direct stimulation of internal ear structures by

bone conduction. Leader in PW: Borkowski Pawel, pbork@meil. pw.edu.pl, start date 01-04-

2015, planned completion date 31-03-2018, 5I3/O04LO/LI32 - years 2015-2018 (in

progress)/ main contractor.

[PP2] NCB|R grant , 2073-20L5, Monitoring of operoting wedr and optimizdtion of steom turbine

rotors repoir process, PO1G.01.03.01-t4-07 4/12, (J. Pawlicki - proj. manager), contractor.
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